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Here is a new Chatterpack from The Reading Agency and Children’s Reading Partners with ideas for 
Chatterbooks reading group activities, discussion, and further reading, inspired by an exciting 
selection of Spy stories and Thrillers for aspiring spooks and adventurers! 
 
Chatterbooks [ www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks] is a reading group programme for children 
aged 4 to 14 years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame 
Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring 
children’s literacy development by encouraging them to have a really good time reading and talking 
about books. 
 
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  
 
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 
 
 

Contents 
About this pack 
 

Top Tips for a successful session 
 

Tasters!  Some great Spy stories and Thrilling books to enjoy 
 

Book List – more reading ideas 
 

Children’s Websites and Films about Spying 
 

Warm Up activities 
 
Longer activities:    
Great ideas ready to use for your sessions - all about Spies and Spying! 

 Disguise  

 Codes & Secret Messages 

 Truth or Lie? 

 Shadowing 

 Live Drops and Dead Drops 

 Missions impossible? 

 Goodies and Baddies 

 Superpowers   

 

 

http://www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks
http://www.readingagency.org.uk/
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About this pack 

This Chatterpack has lots of reading ideas – children’s books for 7s and upwards – to inspire 
discussion and kickstart a fun session with your group. 
Choose from spy stories, detective tales, thrilling adventures, and superhero challenges! 
Then have a go at being spies yourselves!  How will you be disguised? Pass secret messages? 
Can you escape detection?  Would you make a good villain?! 
 
The activities will engage members into lively discussion. Start your session with some fun warm up 
icebreakers and then move on to longer activities 

 
Top Tips for a Successful Session 

 Look at the pack and use the material to suit your group 

 Remember that some Chatterbooks children will whizz through activities while some 
Chatterbooks groups will only need a couple of activities to keep them busy throughout the 
session. 

 Be flexible and have fun 

 Photocopy sheets to use as handouts 

 Use the Chatterbooks ‘Bookbites’ post-it’s to make simple reviews about the books 

 Talk to parents and carers at the end of the session to let them know what your group has 

 been doing 

 Organise activities as individuals, in pairs or as a whole group 

 Make a display of Spy stories and Thrillers books– use our booklist to help you do this  

 
 
A Suggested Chatterbooks ‘Spies’  session plan  
 

Welcome – juice & biscuits (5 mins) 
Getting started - simple warm up activities(10 mins) 
Activities to get your group talking about the book (35 mins) 
Choose from the Longer Activities at the end of this pack, including the Missions Impossible 
enjoyed by Chippenham Chatterbooks group! 
Goodbye, and dates for the next meeting (5 mins) 
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Spies and Thrillers  Some ‘Taster’ titles 

 
Mark Walden  H.I.V.E: Higher Institute of Villainous 
Education    Bloomsbury    9781408815908  
About the book: This is the first in a series about a school for master 
criminals – Hogwarts revisited! Otto Malpense, the 13 year old hero, wants to 
escape from this top-secret, fiendishly guarded school; there’s no way he 
wants to spend 6 years studying something he already has such a natural talent 
for – villainy! 
A fast-paced story, with lots of tension, inventiveness, and humour. And for 
more adventure, fun and gadgets see www.hivehub.co.uk  

 
 
About the author: Mark Walden spent ten years producing video games before finally deciding 
to that perhaps it was time to do some real work! With the bitter taste of his rejection from the 
NASA astronaut training programme still in his mouth he decided that maybe he should try to write 
a book instead. Inspired by his friend's cat, Mark wrote the first H.I.V.E. novel and his love of all 
things villainous was born. He lives with his wife and young daughter in Hampshire and is 
continually plotting ways to take over the world! 
 
A Taste:  Children started to stream out of the corridors, chattering and laughing. They all wore 
the colour-coded jumpsuits…but that was the only thing uniform about them.  Dr Nero had said that 
the students came from all over the world, and he was not exaggerating.  Every skin-tone, hairstyle, 
shape and size seemed to be represented in the crowd, and the range of different accents that Otto 
could make out was staggering.  The snatches of conversation that he could overhear were not 
particularly normal either. 
‘…why we need to learn lock-picking when we have plastic explosives…’  
‘…and he says “Plutonium?” and we all started laughing…’ 
‘…a suborbital trajectory should be sufficient…’ 
‘…push him in the tank myself one day…’ 
‘…and he said my laugh wasn’t evil enough, so I said…’ 
 

 
Peter Millett  Boy Zero Wannabe Hero: the Petrifying 
Plot of the Plummeting Pants Faber   978-0571252473 
 

About the book: Charlie Applejack's career as a superhero might be 
over before it's even begun. His mother wants him to choose a safe job 
as a TV game show host and the Super School has rejected him because 
his super powers aren't super enough.  However, when the evil villain 
General Pandemonium captures all of the world's superheroes, and 

threatens to vaporise every pair of pants on the planet, it's up to Charlie to save the day.  Will he be 
a superhero - or will he be a superzero?  
 
 

http://www.hivehub.co.uk/
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About the author: Peter Millett was born in New Zealand. He was first published aged nine when 
one of his humorous poems appeared in the national press. He has since gone on to publish a great 
many children's books in New Zealand. He has a passion for zany English humour and Spike Milligan 
is one of his all-time heroes. He lives with his family in Auckland. 

A Taste: Charlie rolled over and hit the snooze button on his alarm clock. ‘I don’t think I’ll be saving 
the world any time soon…’ he yawned.  He hopped out of bed, rubbed the sleep from his eyes, and 
slowly trudged downstairs to the kitchen.  ‘Good morning, champ’ Dad cried, leaping up and way-
too-energetically giving Charlie an early morning high five. 
Mum dropped two pieces of toast on Charlie’s plate. ‘Now dear, remember this is your first day at a 
new school, and I don’t want you showing off to the other boys and girls. That means no lifting the 
teachers above your head or creating tidal waves in the swimming pool.’ 
‘I know, I know Mum. Don’t worry, I won’t. Nobody’s going to know I’m, er, special.’ 

 

Jennifer Walsh  The Tunnels of Tarcoola  Frances Lincoln  
9781742376752 
About the book: A network of tunnels leading under the park, a secret exit to an 
abandoned mansion, a hidden box of documents…….and when shadowy figures 
start watching every move they make, Kitty, David, Andrea and Martin know 
they’ve stumbled on to more than a forgotten piece of history. They need to find 
the answers fast, before someone beats them to it. 
A more traditional type adventure story, with interesting characterisation and a 

tense, thought-provoking plot.     

About the author: Jennifer Walsh grew up in a country town and when she wasn’t jumping off 
haystacks she was reading. She has worked as a teacher, in the theatre, and as a commissioned 
writer – a job which took her all round the world. Jennifer now lives in Sydney and The Tunnels of 
Tarcoola is her first novel for children. 

A Taste: ‘…Look!’ David stepped forward and turned his head, so that his torch beam swept round 
a huge cave.  It was so high the ceiling was lost in shadows.  The floor was fairly level but in the 
middle it reared up in great rocky projections, like a maze of graceful pillars. 
‘Cool!’ said Andrea, pushing past the others. ‘It’s an underground palace!’ 
They wandered into the chamber. ‘They’re sort of like stalagmites,’ said Kitty, stroking one of the 
pillars’… 
Andrea took several photographs, the flash lighting up the cave.  The walls were honeycombed in 
places.  Some of the hollows were obviously shallow, but many of them extended into darkness. 
‘That’s it,’ she murmured. ‘I’d better not drain the battery.’ 
Martin was having some difficulty working on his map in the erratic light. Then he dropped a 
bombshell. ‘Umm, does anyone remember where exactly we came in?’ he asked casually. 
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Stuart Gibbs  Spy School   Hodder  9781444910247 
 

About the book: Like many kids, 11 year old Ben Ripley imagines life as a 
secret agent would be pretty amazing - so when he learns he's been recruited to 
the CIA's top secret Academy of Espionage, it sounds too good to be true. And it 
is. From the moment he arrives Ben finds Spy School is going to be far more 
difficult, dastardly and dangerous than he expected. Even worse, he soon 
discovers he's been brought in as bait to catch a devious double agent. Now Ben 
needs a crash course in espionage so that he can catch the mole, prove his worth 

- and get the girl. It won't be easy, but it'll be a very fun - and very funny - ride. 

About the author: Stuart Gibbs is the screenwriter of several films and has developed TV shows 
for Nickelodeon, Disney, ABC, and Fox. Before all that, he studied capybaras (the world's largest 
rodents) and worked at the Philadelphia Zoo. He now lives in Los Angeles. 
See also Spy Camp in the same series by Stuart Gibb. 

A Taste: ‘Hello Ben,’ said the man in my living room. ’My name is Alexander Hale. I work for the 
CIA.’ And just like that my life became interesting….. 
I didn’t doubt he was a spy for a second. Alexander Hale looked exactly like I’d always imagined a 
spy would.   A tiny bit older perhaps – he looked about fifty – but still suave and debonair.  He had a 
small scar on his chin – from a bullet, I guessed, or maybe something more exotic, like a crossbow.  
There was something very James Bond about him.  I could imagine he’d been on a car chase on the 
way over and taken out the bad guys without breaking a sweat. 
My parents weren’t home. They never were when I got back from school. Alexander had obviously 
“let himself in”. 
 

 Jill Marshall    Jane Blonde – Spylets are Forever  Macmillan  
9780330458139 

About the book: Janey Brown feels like she is practically invisible. With her 
mousy brown hair and grey eyes, no one ever notices her. Then a strange 
woman turns up at the school gates, claiming to be Janey’s godmother. 
According to hip-hop-talking, larger-then-life ‘G-Mamma’, Janey Brown really is 
something special. She’s Jane Blonde, Sensational Spylet – and it’s time for her 
first mission… Swapping her too-big school uniform for a silver spysuit, and her 

battered satchel for a set of amazing gadgets, Janey soon discovers that nothing in her life, is as it 
seems.   In this 7th and last book of the Jane Blonde series she must travel back in time for a final 
showdown. 
Jane has her own website at  http://www.meetjaneblonde.com/ ! 

About the author: Jill Marshall is British but now lives in Auckland, New Zealand, with her 
daughter, Katie, and a very noisy dog. 

http://www.meetjaneblonde.com/
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A Taste: (Her father) grinned sheepishly.  That reminded Janey of something. ‘The other night you 
dropped something – a glass ball called a marble. And a note.’ 
‘Oh….that marble is actually – um, a gadget, I suppose we should call it now. It can see.’  Solomon 
shook his head, amazed at his own brilliance. ‘Well, it can take pictures. I’ve been getting photos of 
some boy’s bedroom from it.’ 
…’There you are,’ she said. ‘Your first gadget. A single glass eye. You should give it a name.’ 
Solomon thought for a moment. ‘How about…Spyclops? Like the one-eyed monster.’ 
‘Perfect,’ said Janey. She could hardly believe it. Here she was with her father, at the very beginning 
of everything. ‘And the note you dropped?’ 
Solomon’s eyes grew sharp. ‘Oh, yes. Did you work it out?’ 
‘I didn’t have time. Hang on.’  Grabbing a pen Janey wrote out the strange word: EMOCME. ‘It’s 
almost like one of those words that’s the same backwards as forwards.’ 
…Janey looked at it one more time and nodded. ‘EMOC is C..O..M..E written backwards plus the 
word ME. “Come back with me.” 
 

Andy Briggs   Hero.com: Rise of the Heroes   OUP    
9780192755438 
About the book: Toby, Pete, Lorna and Emily have stumbled on a website 
where they can download special powers that turn them into superheroes.  But 
being a superhero means battling supervillains.  And most supervillains are mad, 
reckless, or ambitious to rule the world – or all three. 
When Toby and Lorna’s mum is kidnapped by a fiendish madman who wants to 
destroy the planet, do the superheroes save her, or save the world first?    
First book in the series HERO.COM – and for the other side of the coin have a 

look at the series VILLAIN.NET !     
 

About the author: Andy was commissioned to officially reboot TARZAN - bringing a fresh take to 
the beloved Edgar Rice Burroughs character for a new generation of readers. He has also worked on 
movie projects such as "JUDGE DREDD and Warner Bros. "AQUAMAN". His childhood love of comics 
continues as he writes them - his first graphic novel RITUAL published by Markosia Comics, aimed 
for mature readers, while DINOCORPS is his latest, which is action-packed fun for all ages! Currently 
he's working on numerous screenplays and getting ready to produce his first feature film. 

A Taste: As usual the authorities would describe the bank robbery as the work of just another 
organised gang trying to make a quick profit. Supervillains did not fit well in police reports or media 
broadcasts, even though they were involved in a majority of crimes. People would rather not think 
there were such things as villains with extraordinary powers and their own political and financial 
agendas. That would be too scary a concept for most of the population. 
Tempest adjusted the speed of the skiff with a joystick on his wrist controls…The wristband 
controlled the platform very much like a radio-controlled plane, and allowed him to keep tabs on his 
evil empire. 
…What Doc Tempest didn’t see were four figures gliding low towards him. He wasn’t aware of their 
presence until a heat-ray blasted the edge of the skiff. A chunk of metal was torn away, rocking the 
machine…The four superheroes powered towards Doc Tempest, determination etched on their 
faces. 
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Laurie Sutton & Dan Schoening  Fear the Shark  Raintree  
9781406236736 

About the book: Something fishy is at work in Coast City. A new super-
villain rises from the peaceful waters – the Shark, who uses telepathy and 
oceanic powers to feed off the citizens’ frenzy and fright. Luckily, citizen 
Hal Jordan is secretly the hero Green Lantern.  His power ring should be 
able to liquidate the Shark’s weapons… 

A very accessible chapter book with full colour comic style illustrations, plus Shark character fact file 
and glossary at the end. From the DC Super Heroes Green Lantern series. 

About the authors: Laurie Sutton has read comics since she was a kid. She grew up to become an 
editor for Marvel, DC Comics, Starblaze, and Tekno Comics. She has written Adam Strange for DC, 
Star Trek: Voyager for Marvel, plus Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and Witch Hunter for Malibu 
Comics. There are long boxes of comics in her closet where there should be clothing and shoes. 
Laurie has lived all over the world, and currently resides in Florida.  
Dan Schoening was born in Victoria, B.C. Canada. From an early age, Dan has had a passion for 
animation and comic books. Currently, Dan freelances in the animation and game industry. 

A Taste: Green Lantern saw where the Shark was going. The wave would swamp the boats at the 
marina and sink them. 
Green Lantern commanded his ring to create a dam between the harbour and the Shark’s wave. The 

wave slammed into the green wall and burst like a water balloon.   SPLASH!  Nothing was left of 

it except for a few puddles on the ground. 
‘Hey, where’d the Shark go?’ Green Lantern wondered aloud. The villain was nowhere in sight. 
‘Oh no!’ someone screamed.     Green Lantern looked towards the sound, which came from the 
harbour. A huge whirlpool was forming in the water. 
‘There he is,’ Green Lantern said. ‘Up to his old tricks.’ 
The Shark stood in the centre of the swirling water. He was using his mind to create the disaster. 
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Spies and Thrillers  Book List: Here are some more great books to enjoy!   

                                    
AUTHOR  TITLE PUBLISHER ISBN 

Barlow, 
Steve; 
Skidmore, 
Steve  

*Strike force   I-HERO SERIES 
(further titles in this series) 

Watts ISBN: 
9780749690366     

Barlow, 
Steve; 
Skidmore, 
Steve 

*Action Dogs Bk 1: Ocean of Peril 
(see further titles in this series – and Action 
Dogs Chatterpack 
http://readinggroups.org/resources/648 ) 

Usborne ISBN: 978-
1409520191 

Brennan, 
Herbie 

The Spy’s Handbook Faber ISBN: 978-
0571216727 

Briggs, Andy  Rise of the heroes ( Hero.com/villain.net  
series)   
 

OUP ISBN: 
9780192755438  

Chadda, 
Sarwat 

Ash Mistry and the savage fortress   
(Ash Mistry Chronicles series) 

HarperCollins ISBN: 
9780007447329 

Child, Lauren Ruby Redfort: Look into my eyes HarperCollins ISBN: 
9780007334063 

Colfer, Eoin Artemis Fowl Puffin ISBN: 978-
0141339092 

Andrew Cope *Spy Dog 
(further titles in series) 

Puffin ISBN: 978-
0141318844 

Michael Dahl *Green Lantern: Fear the Shark 
(further titles in this series) 

Raintree ISBN: 978-
1406236736 

Dale, Anna  Dawn undercover  Bloomsbury ISBN: 
9780747577461    

Doyle, Arthur 
Conan 

The Extraordinary Cases of Sherlock Holmes Puffin ISBN: 978-
0141330044 

James de 
Winter 

*Spies: Amazing Tricks of a Secret Agent 
(Extreme!) 

A & C Black ISBN: 978-
1408119907 

Gallagher, 
Brian  

Secrets and shadows : two friends in a 
world at war  

O’Brien ISBN: 
9781847173508  

Higson, 
Charlie 

Young Bond: Silver Fin 
(further titles in this series) 

Puffin ISBN: 978-
0141343372 

Horowitz, 
Anthony  

*Alex Rider: Stormbreaker 
(further titles in this series) 
 

Walker ISBN: 
9781844280926  

Johnson, 
Pete  

The bad spy’s guide  Corgi ISBN: 
9780440867630   

http://readinggroups.org/resources/648
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Kennedy, 
Emma 

Wilma Tenderfoot  and the Case of the 
Rascal’s Revenge 

Macmillan ISBN: 978-
0330535236 

Landy, Derek Skullduggery Pleasant HarperCollins ISBN: 978-
0007241620 

Lane, 
Andrew.  

Young Sherlock Holmes 1:  
The Death Cloud   (further titles in this 
series) 

Macmillan ISBN: 
9780330511988 

McKenzie, 
Sophie  

The Medusa Project: The set-up  Simon & 
Schuster 

ISBN: 
9781847385253  

McNamee, 
Eoin  

The unknown spy Quercus ISBN: 
9780857381293  

Marks, 
Graham.  

I Spy: The Constantinople Caper Usborne ISBN:9780746097106 

Miller, David. Sea Wolf OUP ISBN:9780192729026 
 

Muchamore, 
Robert 

The Recruit (CHERUB series) 
See further titles in series 

Hodder ISBN: 978-
0340881538 

Nadin, 
Joanna  

*Spies, Dad, Big Lauren & Me  Piccadilly ISBN: 
9781848121225  

Palmer, Tom   Black op  Puffin ISBN: 
9780141337784  

Ryan, Chris  Alpha Force:Red centre Red Fox  ISBN: 
9780099464242   

Snicket, 
Lemony 

The Composer is Dead HarperCollins ISBN: 978-
0061236273 

Sparkes, Ali  Frozen in time  OUP ISBN: 
9780192727558   

Stead, 
Rebecca  

 Liar & spy  Andersen ISBN: 
9781849395076  

Watson, 
Victor  

Paradise barn  Catnip ISBN: 
9781846470912  

Zucker, Jonny  *Max Flash: Game on  Stripes ISBN: 
9781847150189  

 
*Titles which younger readers (7-8 years) would enjoy 
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Websites for children about Spies  
 
CIA – America’s Central Intelligence Agency 

Interesting content and useful and fun activities – puzzles, codes, challenges, word searches, 
memory tests 
https://www.cia.gov/kids-page/games/index.html  
 
FBI – Federal Bureau of Investigation  

Children’s section of the official FBI website 
Games, stories, and interactive activities, arranged by age group 
www.fbi.gov/fbikids.htm  
 
Spy Museum 

This US museum is dedicated to spying with downloadable activities in the games section – eg 
Transform yourself into a Bond villain and design a lair not even 007 can infiltrate!  Or Undercover 
Pigeon – if a bug can compromise national security, imagine what a pigeon can do! 
http://www.spymuseum.org/education-programs/kids-families/kidspy-zone/  
 
 
 
 

Films about Spies 
 
Spy Kids (Miramax Films 2001): Funny and exciting – a brother and sister who have to 
help their spy parents out on missions. Features lots of gadgets. 
 
Stormbreaker (Entertainment Film Distributors 2006): Nearly as good as the books (see 
Book List)– Alex Rider is a teenager who joins the British secret services. 
 
National Treasure (Buena Vista Pictures 2004): A treasure hunter uses codes and other 
spy techniques to track down lost treasure. 
 

                                                                                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.cia.gov/kids-page/games/index.html
http://www.fbi.gov/fbikids.htm
http://www.spymuseum.org/education-programs/kids-families/kidspy-zone/
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Warm Up Activities 
Here are a few shorter activities to get your group thinking and talking  
 
Word Search 
Search the puzzle and find all the words listed below – and then find out what they mean!  
Get children to work in pairs on finding and writing down the answers – then share as a group. 
 

S D B F Y K X E T Z L M P S 

V I C A D G J L P U R B Q M 

N S L H H V Z S E G H U K I 

Y G R E O W Q D B X L G K H 

A U O G N Y O R Q R M U P J 

V I N M E C C T V B I X A F 

X S L J Y G E D A W C R U O 

M E B C T Z A R D G R J S L 

W R Y I R P K H F S O Z P C 

E P K H A F L I V E D R O P 

N I Y R P S Z C B N O M O B 

O W Q A S F H J M B T C K X 

R C S U R V E I L L A N C E 

D Z E H A B W T U P L J F D 

 
 
Hidden Words Find and mark each word in the puzzle above – then find out what they mean !  

SILENCER  
 

BUG  
 

SPOOK  
 

CCTV  
 

HONEY TRAP  
 

LIVE DROP  
 

CODE  
 

DISGUISE  
 

MICRODOT  
 

SURVEILLANCE  
 

DRONE  
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Discussion: what is a spy?!   
We all think first of secret agents, James Bond, and daring and glamorous adventures. But it’s good 
to talk about what it can really involve: close and secret observation of someone, gathering 
information; governments and organisations employing people to find out the secrets of rivals and 
other governments. Here are some questions from a Science Museum worksheet which you could 
use to trigger discussion. 
*Have you ever spied upon anyone? Why?  
*Who would you like to spy on? Why? What would you like to find out about that person?  
*How might you go about doing this? What techniques could you use?  
*How would you feel about spying on someone?  
*Can you think of people or organisations that might engage in spying? (Possible groups include: 
government agencies, crime syndicates, activist or terrorist groups, rival commercial organisations, 
paparazzi, employers, parents, retailers, web-site owners) 
 
In 5 minutes….. 
Use big sheets of paper to write on for this and keep these on hand for the whole session to inspire 
and motivate. 
In 5 minutes (for each of these) write down 

 All the spy gadgets you can think of – eg. night vision goggles, hidden camera 

 All the ways you might track down a spy 

 As many real life superpowers you can think of – eg. being good with computers; running 
fast 

 
Bugging 
Draw a plan of a hotel room and mark the places where you could hide a bug.  
Collect together on a flip chart all the possible hiding places. 
  
Secret Weapons in Ordinary Objects 
Spies often use ordinary objects to make into weapons – eg. an umbrella with a poisoned spike; a 
tiny gun in a lipstick tube. 
What weapon might you make with 

 A plaster cast 

 A glove 

 A bar of chocolate 
Think of some more weapons which could be made from ordinary things! 
 
Memory Game 
Get together 10 to 15 objects on a tray – eg. spoon, pencil, badge etc 
Give your group 1 minute to look at them and try to fix them in their memory. 
Cover the objects.  Each person then writes down in a list as many objects as they can remember. 
The winner is the one who remembers most objects. 
Alternate version: 
Cover the objects, remove one object – children then have to identify which object has been taken 
away.  Repeat, removing a different object each time.  The winner is the one with the most correct 
answers.  
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Longer Activities 

1.Disguise  

A spy doesn’t want to be recognised: your group can have lots of fun talking about and trying 

out disguises. 

Talk about the kinds of disguises spies use in stories. 

Have fun dressing up! – hats, jackets, glasses, moustaches   

Discussion – if you saw someone dressed in dark glasses with their collar turned up, what would 

you think?  (Look at the cover of Spy School!) 

A spy really needs to blend in - eg if you’re spying on someone at a sports game, you’d wear 

jeans and T shirt and trainers, so as not to be noticed. 

Activity: Three good ways of disguising yourself and blending in! 

1.Change how you walk    

People can usually tell who you are from a distance just from the way you walk! 

So a good disguise is to change your walk – you could 

 Pretend to limp    NB remember which leg you’re limping with! 

 Put something uncomfortable in your shoe/s – you’ll then have to walk differently! 

 Get a stiff leg – wrap a scarf or bandage tightly round your knee 

2.Change your voice 

Some spies use a special voice changer device.  But you could change your voice by speaking 

more deeply, or slowly, or in a high voice – or with an accent.  In real life this takes some 

practice but it’s a fun activity – maybe with children reading/role-playing from a story, taking on 

different characters with different voices. 

3.Change your body shape 

 Taller – by putting wedges or thick card insoles in your shoes 

 Fatter – Tie cushions or towels around you, then a bigger coat over it all 

Discussion – what can’t you change, that is unique to you?   Fingerprints; Eye iris 
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2.Codes  

Codes have been used throughout history whenever people wanted to keep messages private.   

Find out about the Enigma decoding machine and the role it played in World War II. 

 

NUMBER CODE 
You need to turn all the letters into numbers: A would be 1, B would be 
2 etc.  So it follows: 
A-1, B-2, C-3, D-4, E-5, F-6, G-7, H-8, I-9, J-10, K-11, L-12, M-13, N-14, O-15, P-16, Q-17, R-18, S-
19, T-20, U-21, V-22, W-23, X-24, Y-25, Z-26 

Now have a go with these book titles: 
 

19  11  21  12  4  21  7  7  5  18  25         16  12  5  1  19  1  14  20 

 
 

20  8  5    12  15  14  4  15  14        5  25  5        13  25  19  20  5  18  25   
 
 

THE FIRST LETTER CODE   The clue is in the name! 
 

E.g. Everyone Likes Mad Energetic Runners - would be   E L M E R  
Try this one: 
A red topped elephant marches into Swindon 
following on wide legs 
 

 
BACK TO FRONT CODE   - where the words are written back to front. 
 
Can you crack these book titles? 
 

xof rm citsatnaf 
 
regnif cigam eht 
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3. Secret Messages 

Get your group to make up their own secret messages using one of the codes above, and then 

see if the rest of the group can work out the messages. 

As well as codes, think of as many ways as possible to pass on messages secretly – eg: 

 have agreed passwords or phrases: eg  ‘the shop has no dog biscuits in stock’ could 

mean ‘we’re not going to rob the bank today’….. 

 use a microdot camera – it can take pictures so small that a whole message can fit into a 

dot the size of a full stop 

 write a message with invisible ink – eg. you can write in lemon juice, onion juice, milk, or 

soapy water.  Then heat it up on a radiator and the words will magically reappear! 

 

4.Truth or Lie? 

Talk about:  How do you know if someone is telling the truth or not?  What might be the give-

aways?   How does a lie detector work? 

Eg.  sweating, talking too much, not looking someone in the eye, speeded up heart rate 

Activity:   Would I Lie to You? 

Ask children to get into teams of three.     Give each team a topic to prepare, to talk about for 

one minute. One person in the team will be telling the truth, and talking about something that 

really happened.  The other two will make something up about that topic. 

Give the teams 5-10 minutes to prepare their stories. 

The first team then tell their stories and the other teams have to guess/work out which person 

is telling the true story – and say why they think this. 

Some topics you might use: 

 An embarrassing event with my mum 

 A secret wish 

  A daft thing I bought 

5. Shadowing  

A spy may need to follow their target and shadow them without arousing suspicion, and 

without being seen or heard. 

Here are three games where aspiring spies can practise their shadowing skills! 

 Grandma’s Footsteps/Statues – one person faces the wall and the rest start a distance 

away and try to sneak up on them –  they have to ‘freeze’ as soon as the person at the 
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wall turns round to look at them.  If they are seen moving they are ‘out’. The winner is 

the first to get right up to the wall without being spotted. 

 Lurking in the Library - in pairs one person shadows another round the library.  The 

person being followed might stop or turn round, or change direction  - and so the 

shadower has to hide, or look as if they’re not following at all 

 Getting the Gold from Fort Knox  - you will need  
- some sort of blindfold (don't rely on a person being able to keep their eyes closed for 
this one!) and  
- The 'keys to the gold vault' - a bunch of keys that is noisy to move 
Everyone sits in a large circle facing inwards with enough space behind them to allow a 
person to walk behind them. One player is chosen to be the 'bank guard' and sits with 
the blindfold on in the middle of the circle with the keys in front of them. The group 
leader then silently (preferably by pointing) chooses in turn, 1 or 2 players from the 
circle who have to get up and go around the circle once, back to their positions, enter 
the circle and then get the keys without being detected by the guard. The guard, who is 
blindfolded, has to point to where they think somebody is moving. If they point correctly 
the person has to go back and sit down and another person is chosen. If the player gets 
the keys they become the guard.   The guard is not allowed to make great sweeps of 
their hand and must point directly at a player who is moving. 

 

6. Live Drops & Dead Drops 

Talk about:  A live drop is where something – such as a message or an object concealing a 

message -  is passed between 2 people. 

A dead drop is where a message or object is hidden for someone to come and pick it up later – 

the place where it is hidden is called a ‘dead letter box’.    

Activity: Think of the ways you could do a live drop – eg you can brush past someone and slip a 

message into pocket; or have identical shopping bags, sit together and then get up and go 

taking each other’s bags.   

Then think of  

 places where you could have a dead letter box    

 the objects you could use to make secret hiding places  - eg a matchbox stuck under a 

bench; library book not used very much 

Get the children to script and have a go at a simple role play about a live drop and a dead drop. 
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7. Missions Impossible! 

Here are two special spy sessions from Chippenham Chatterbooks – they did these 2 months 

running, as the children enjoyed the first one so much, they wanted to do it again! 

Session One: Five Missions 

1. Find a book in the children’s library with a given Dewey number (eg. dinosaurs), then 

find a book in adult library with same Dewey number 

2. Observation – look outside the library through the window – when you see a red car 

describe the person driving it! 

3. Observation - can you find the dangerous crim lurking in the library? When you do, say 

the code words to him, and write down the response. 

4. Code-breaking – can you de-code these sheets?  (Use the Codes worksheet in this pack, 

or make up your own sheets) 

5. Code-breaking – can you de-code the poster in the library?  (Prepare a coded poster in 

advance, using one of the codes the group has looked at) 

Session Two: Three Missions 

1. Code-breaking – 5 different codes to crack 

2. Design a gadget – using Reading Mission worksheet.  (You could get some ideas 

from Jane Blonde, H.I.V.E, or Rise of the Heroes) 

3. Movement – can you get across the room dodging the invisible laser beam rays (to 

the ‘Mission Impossible’ music).  This was huge fun and the group leaders felt they 

had to join in too! 

8. Goodies and Baddies 

Activity:  On a flip chart have 2 columns ‘Goodies’ and ‘Baddies’.   For each column collect 

examples from stories and films of famous goodies and baddies.  Then do a list of characteristics 

for each – eg villain wants to take over the world; has a twirling black moustache…..    

                       GOODIES               BADDIES 

Heroes from books, films & real life Villains  -   books, films & real life  
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Characteristics – eg. helpful Characteristics – eg evil plans! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Superpowers 

In lots of thrillers and spy adventures the heroes and heroines have special superpowers - in The 

Rise of the Heroes you can choose, buy (!) and download your superpowers, such as flying, 

invisibility, healing, turning people to ice, controlling the weather.  The Shark in Fear the Shark 

can use his mind to create disaster.  

Write about the superpower you would like to have – and why.  It can be a power you’ve read 

about – or one which you invent yourself.    

My Superpower: 

 

 

 

Why I want to have this Superpower: 

 

 

 

 

The following exciting activity sheets can be used in your Chatterbooks group alongside our 
Spies and Thrillers activity pack. They include a quiz to see who has what it takes to be a super 
spy, as well as a 'cracking' code-breaker activity! 
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For Recruits’ Eyes Only 
  
Name:  __________________________ 
 
 

Pass the test to move on to the next level of CUSS Recruitment 
 
 

Circle ONE answer for each question. 
 
 
 

One: Why would you like to be a spy? 
 
(a) It’s exciting and glamorous 
(b)  To become famous 
(c)  To protect your country against dangerous villains 
 
 
Two: If you were kidnapped and interrogated by the enemy. What would you do? 
 

(a) Say nothing at all 
(b) Deny that you are a spy and tell them the cover story that you prepared and 

practised earlier 
(c) Tell them everything they want to know so they won’t hurt you 
 
 
Three: You are on an important mission and someone asks you about yourself. How would 

you handle this? 
 

(a) Introduce yourself and answer all of their questions 
(b) Pretend you don’t see them 
(c) Use your fake identity and tell them a false backstory about yourself 
 
 
Four: You suspect that you are being tailed. Do you? 
 

(a) Ask the stalker why they are following you 
(b) Sprint away from your current location 
(c) Carry on as if you have not noticed the stalker while trying to identify them using 

reflections in shop windows 
 
 

Five: Please write the password to your computer on the line below: 
 
____________________________ 
 
 

Spy Score:  __________  
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For Spy Master Only 
 
 
 
 
Now tally up your score, using the points below: 
 
One: (a) 1 (b) 0 (c) 2 
 
Two: (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 0 
 
Three: (a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2 
 
Four: (a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2 
 
Five: If recruits give a password, 0;  
 If they give you a partial password, 1.  
 If they do not give you a password, 2 
 

 
 
 
Spy rating 
 
 
0 – 2 You will need a lot of guidance to become a master spy but if you put maximum 

effort into your training, you will succeed. Work hard! 
 
3 – 6 You will need some guidance to help you complete your training, but you already 

show some of the attitudes needed to be a brilliant spy. Well done!  
 
7 – 9 You already have the right attitude to become an effective spy. Keep it up!  
 
10 You either cheated or you are already a super spy. You should find this a breeze! 

Congratulations! 
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Codebreaking 
 

Crack the codes and write down the names of the spy books.  Behind each 

book cover is a word.   

 

What is this spy’s catch phrase? 

 

  

1. Juggling animals never escape big leopards or nocturnal dozy 

elephants. 

 

 

2. 13  1  24      6  12  1  19  8 

 

 

3. REKAERBMROTS 

 

 

4. 20   8   5      18   5   3   18   21   9   20 

 

 

5. SEYE   YM   OTNI   KOOL TROFDER   YBUR 

 

 

 

The five words are: 

 

 

 

Catchphrase Clue: 

 

Who is this coolest spy of all? 
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Codebreaking (Answers for Group Lead) 
 

Crack the codes and write down the names of the spy books.  Behind each 

book cover is a word.   

 

What is this spy’s catch phrase? 

 

1. Juggling animals never escape big leopards or nocturnal dozy 

elephants. 

 ANSWER: Take the first letter of each word - Jane Blonde 

 

2. 13  1  24      6  12  1  19  8 

 ANSWER: Using 1=a, 2=b, 3=c, etc., convert each number to a  

  letter - Max Flash 

 

3. REKAERBMROTS 

 ANSWER: Read it backwards - Stormbreaker 

 

4. 20   8   5      18   5   3   18   21   9   20 

 ANSWER: Using 1=a, 2=b, 3=c, etc., convert each number to a  

  letter – The Recruit 

 

5. SEYE   YM   OTNI   KOOL TROFDER   YBUR 

ANSWER: Read it backwards –  

   Ruby Redfort: Look Into My Eyes 

 

 

The five words are: 

The Name’s Bond, James Bond! 

 

 

Catchphrase Clue: 

Who is this coolest spy of all? 
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Codebreaking Cards 
 

 

 

 

 

 

     

THE  Name’s  Bond 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

     

James  Bond  ElemENTARY 
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Team members:  

_________________________________________ 

 

 

Diagram of gadget 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Name of gadget:  

 

_______________________________ 

Function: 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

______________________________________________ 


